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The Tale of The Flopsy Bunnies is a
childrens book written and illustrated by
Beatrix Potter, and first published by
Frederick Warne & Co. in July 1909. After
two full-length tales about rabbits, Potter
had grown weary of the subject and was
reluctant to write another. She realized
however that children most enjoyed her
rabbit stories and pictures, and so reached
back to characters and plot elements from
The Tale of Peter Rabbit (1902) and The
Tale of Benjamin Bunny (1904) to create
The Flopsy Bunnies. A semi-formal garden
of archways and flowerbeds in Wales at the
home of her uncle and aunt became the
background for the illustrations. In The
Flopsy Bunnies, Benjamin Bunny and his
cousin Flopsy are the parents of six young
rabbits called simply The Flopsy Bunnies.
The story concerns how the Flopsy
Bunnies, while raiding a rubbish heap of
rotting vegetables, fall asleep and are
captured by Mr. McGregor who places
them in a sack. While McGregor is
distracted, the six are freed by Thomasina
Tittlemouse, a woodmouse, and the sack
filled with rotten vegetables by Benjamin
and Flopsy. At home, Mr. McGregor
proudly presents the sack to his wife, but
receives a sharp scolding when she
discovers its actual content.
Modern
critical commentary varies. One critic
points out that the faces of the rabbits are
expressionless while another argues that
the cock of an ear or the position of a tail
conveys what the faces lack. One critic
believes the tale lacks the vitality of The
Tale of Peter Rabbit which sprang from a
picture and story letter to a child. Most
agree though that the depictions of the
garden are exquisite and some of the finest
illustrations Potter created. The book
includes original illustrations by Beatrix
Potter.
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Illustration to page 11 of The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies, 1909 group of rabbits including, three rabbits playing in
foreground, beyond at right a rabbit wearing a [EBOOK] DOWNLOAD The Tale of The Flopsy Bunnies (Illustrated
FOR ALL LITTLE FRIENDS OF MR. MCGREGOR & PETER & BENJAMIN It is said that the effect of eating too
much lettuce is soporific.. I have never felt sleepy The meticulous art of Flopsy Bunnies - Telegraph Since her first visit
to Gwaeynynog fourteen years before the composition of The Flopsy Bunnies, Potter had sketched the garden The Tale
of the Flopsy Bunnies (Xist Illustrated Childrens Classics The Tale of The Flopsy Bunnies (Illustrated): The Complete
Tales of Beatrix Potter (The Tales of Beatrix Potter Book 14) eBook: Beatrix Potter: : Tale Flopsy Bunnies by Beatrix
Potter - AbeBooks Illustration to page 8 of The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies, 1909 group of rabbits sleeping around a
cabbage leaf Pen and brown ink and watercolour. The Tale of Flopsy Bunnies - Beatrix Potter Stories - Google Sites The
Tale of Flopsy Bunnies was written and illustrated by Beatrix Potter, after her famous rabbit stories the Tale of Peter
Rabbit and the Tale of Benjamin Bunny, NEW The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies: [Illustrated Edition] by Beatrix The
beloved story of the adventurous Flopsy Bunnies is now available in a board Charming illustrations with the finest
details from New York Times bestselling Full text of The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies - Internet Archive This is one of
Beatrix Potters best stories. My father always liked The Tale of Mr Tod best, but I preferred the Flopsy Bunnies because
it introduced me to what The Tale of The Flopsy Bunnies - Wikisource, the free online library Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. Beatrix Potter is one of the worlds best-loved childrens The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies ( Illustrated ) by
[Potter, Beatrix]. The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies by Beatrix Potter, Paperback (Helen) Beatrix Potter (1866-1943) was
an English author and illustrator, botanist, and conservationist, born in Kensington, London best known for her childrens
The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies by Beatrix Potter - Goodreads Jean said: The Tale of The Flopsy Bunnies is the
fourteenth book in Beatrix when you are a child, how perfect and lifelike Beatrix Potters illustrations are.
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